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Col.3:8b-9      Controlling the Flesh: hostile words 	tape 75a 	5-13-2001

Modern technology has unleashed sources of power that were previously never dreamed of.  Some things we have discovered in the earth are so powerful that our difficulty is how to harness all that power without it getting out of control.

I was reading about one such thing this week.  In once source I found the following things it can do – I would like you to guess what the thing is that has this much power:

What has the power to do the following...
* It has the equivalent of all the power contained in a forest fire (Jas.4)
* Careless use of it results in broken bones (Pr.25:15)
* cause even the leader of a country or the most stubborn person to change his mind (Pr.25:15)
* save lives (Pr.14:25)
* heal people emotionally, physically and spiritually (Pr.12:18,21, 15:4) 
* give you power over life and death (Pr.18:21)
* stop a fight, argument, or war (Pr.22:10,26:20)
* ruin a man's entire life (Jas.3:6)

* give a man complete control over his body (Jas.3:2)
* cause someone to be your friend or enemy (Pr.17:9)
* cause other close friendships to split (Pr.16:28,17:9)
* impress wise men (Pr.17:10)
* make everyone think of you as trustworthy (Pr.11:13)
* cause others to love (Pr.17:9)

* cause everyone to think of you as wise (even if you are a fool) (Pr.17:28)
* make you wise (Pr.10:19)
* stop strife and insults (Pr.22:10)
* produce anger (Pr.15:1)
* ease anger (Pr.15:1)
* soothe a person's spirit (Pr.15:4)
* crush a person's spirit (Pr.15:4)

* bring you joy (Pr.15:23)
* nourish many people spiritually (Pr.12:21)
* give you a life full of good things (Pr.12:14)
* cheer a person up (Pr.12:25)
* cause people to think of you as wise and discerning (Pr.16:21)
* promote good teaching (Pr.16:21)
* comfort a person's soul (Pr.16:24)

* protect you from punishment (Pr.14:3)
* cause you to be damned for your sins on judgment day (Mt.12:37)
* cause you to be forgiven for your sins on judgment day (Mt.12:37)
* bring a person to accept God (Ro.10:13,14)
* cause God to delight in you (Pr.12:22)

The Tongue

Review: 
How to gain control of the flesh:
#1 - Set your mind on things above.
#2- Don’t feed the flesh. 
#3- Cultivate a habit of refusing to bow to the god of Self.
#4 Take off the old sins like you take off old clothes (make the decision).

The standard for our conversation is incredibly high.
  
Col.4:6  Let your conversation be always full of grace, seasoned with salt, so that you may know how to answer everyone. 

Eph.4:29 Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what is helpful for building others up according to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen. 

The words that come out of people’s mouths should be sources of encouragement, or instruction and enlightenment or something else that is needed to benefit the listener.  They should be like mountain springs that produce that which builds people up.

That’s why God gave us mouths.

What are they instead?  If every word that didn’t fit that description suddenly became inaudible, what kind of silence to you think would fall across this world?  

What kind of silence do you think would fall across many churches or homes?

slander blasfhmi,an “speech that injures”  

Includes any kind of vilifying of a person – whether by lies or truth, whether face to face or behind someone’s back (gossip).

In the OT, there are two Hebrew words translated "gossip" 
1st = betrayal
2nd = any kind of gossip

BETRAYAL
Pr.11:13,  20:19  -  being a bad, untrustworthy friend - advertising a person’s weaknesses.

This is always wrong and sinful with no exceptions (Lv.19:16).  Israel was judged severely by God for this sin (Jer.6:28,9:4, Ez.22:9).

GOSSIP
Saying any bad thing (that is true) about anyone anytime.  

There is no absolute principle against this.  The Bible never says "don't gossip."

 -Some things are always wrong period (like betrayal or adultery) 

Other things are dependent on the circumstances (like judging, or gossip)  There are times when it is necessary to say something negative about someone.

So it requires wisdom to know what to do.  So let's see what wisdom we can get from Scripture.

This word used 4 times in the OT:
Pr.18:8, 26:22 The words of a gossip are like choice morsels; they go down to a man's inmost parts

When you say anything negative about anyone, you have just altered the listener’s opinion about that person.  

You have harmed the person’s reputation.

When you do that you do damage both to the person you are talking about and the person you are talking to.

Every time you ever say anything negative about someone, you cause harm – especially if what you are saying is true.

Pr.16:28  A gossip separates close friends. 

So the question is (just like any question about wisdom): “Is the tradeoff worth it?”

If you are a surgeon trying to decide whether or not to amputate someone’s leg, you’d better think through whether or not the benefit will outweigh the cost.

When a person loses his leg it will be devastating.  He may not be able to find work, he may be overcome with depression, it might ruin his marriage, etc.

Now, if you decide, “Yes, I realize all that, but it has to be done nonetheless, because the benefit is worth all that” – you will go ahead and do it, but that doesn’t mean you don’t still cause all that harm.

It’s the same with gossip: I know for absolutely certain that saying this will cause harm – it will harm both the person I’m talking about and the listener – the question is “Is the good I’m accomplishing by saying this worth the harm I’m causing?”

Is there any possible way to achieve that good without causing the harm?

Once you determine all that, there are some other principles that also come into play.

1. Is it worth the damage?
2. Don't say anything while you are still angry (Jas.1:20).
Even if what you are going to say absolutely has to be said, don’t you dare say it while your are still mad.

3. Examine your motives (difficult - Pr.16:2  All a man's ways seem innocent to him, but motives are weighed by the LORD.)  So be very suspicious about your own ability to weigh your motives – especially if you have been hurt in any way.

Is there any vengeance in my motive? 
Ro.12:19,20   Do not take revenge, my friends, but leave room for God's wrath, for it is written: "It is mine to avenge; I will repay," says the Lord. 20On the contrary: "If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him something to drink. 

Am I acting with love?
     Am I trying to cover if at all possible (Pr.17:9  He who covers over an offense promotes love, but whoever repeats the matter separates close friends.)
 
Am I following Mt.7:12?  
 in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, for this sums up the Law and the Prophets. 

Is my ultimate goal Eph.4:29 – to build up and edify?

Am I just trying to make conversation?
There is so much harm that is done to people’s reputations because people are just trying to think of something interesting to say in a conversation. That is NOT a valid reason to cause the harm (Mt.12:35-37). We are family in the Body of Christ, and we have entrusted ourselves to you.  We have opened our hearts to you and let you into our lives. It’s essential that you be trustworthy.  We trusted you enough to make ourselves vulnerable to you, it’s crucial for the health of the body that we can trust you to keep quiet about our faults and always cover them up unless it is absolutely necessary not to.

filthy language from your lips. aivscrologi,an evk tou/ sto,matoj u`mw/n\

lit: “out of your mouths”  The point of this is to remind you of how revolting it should be to have something putrid, dirty, disgusting, etc. in your mouth. As Christians, our words should be clean, not dirty.  Is it always a sin to cuss?  Yes. Many Christians have the idea that profanity is wrong, but obscenity is OK.   In fact, there is even an every unfortunate trend among youth speakers to swear in their messages.

Eph.5:3-4  But among you there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality, or of any kind of impurity, or of greed, because these are improper for God's holy people. 4 Nor should there be obscenity, foolish talk or coarse joking, which are out of place, 
Our speech should never be obscene or indecent in any way.

Along with that kind of swearing is almost always foolish talk – stupid, meaningless yammering about nothing - that has no purpose other that to amuse. 

Our speech should never be like that either.

And our speech should never be course or vulgar in any way.

There is absolutely no place in the conversation of a Christian for words like crap, sucks, brown-nosing, or anything that refers to anything vulgar.
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So that’s clear from Eph.5.

The word here in Colossians, however, is not only referring only to dirty talk.  The primary meaning here is abusive talk – the kind of talk that comes out when you are angry with someone.
 
Someone cuts you off: “You fat headed jerk…”  

Wait a minute – God made that fat head jerk…in His own image (Jas.4:6).  When you curse men who were made in the image of God, that shows what you really think of God.
20:20
How to Control the Tongue

1) Control what is in the heart.  
You will never gain control of what comes out of your mouth until you gain control of the anger on the inside that generating those words.

Mt.12:34 – Out of the overflow of the heart, the mouth speaks.

Pr 4:23-24  Above all else, guard your heart, for it is the wellspring of life. 24 Put away perversity from your mouth; keep corrupt talk far from your lips. 

In fact, in Pr.10:20 the words tongue and heart are used as synonyms.  The tongue of the righteous is choice silver, but the heart of the wicked is of little value. 
21:25
TT  Pr.10:18 

You can try to keep your mouth shut about people you don’t like, and you may have some success at that.  But there will come a time – especially around close friends and family, when you let your guard down and out it comes.  

There is only one way to keep yourself from gossip – don’t hold those negative feelings.

If there is animosity in your heart, you can’t win. Pr 10:18  He who conceals his hatred has lying lips, and whoever spreads slander is a fool. 

If there is anger in your heart toward someone, there are only two choices: be a liar or be a fool.

Pr.12:13  An evil man is trapped by his sinful talk, but a righteous man escapes trouble. 
If what is on the inside is not right, it will find its way to the outside and foul up your life.

It works the other way around too.  14 From the fruit of his lips a man is filled with good things as surely as the work of his hands rewards him. 

Just as surely as hard work tends to bring profit, so being righteous on the inside will eventually find its way out of your mouth and result in all kinds of good things in your life.

Pr.13:2  From the fruit of his lips a man enjoys good things
23:20
TT Mt.12

Many people never deal with an anger problem in their heart, because they won’t admit to it.  Every time it shows up in their speech, they just convince themselves that they didn’t really mean it.

Mt.12:36-37  But I tell you that men will have to give account on the day of judgment for every careless word they have spoken. 37For by your words you will be acquitted, and by your words you will be condemned." 

That’s not saying God will punish you for saying things carelessly.  Rather it means even the careless words (words spoken off the cuff)  count. 

Jesus wanted you to know that the standard is the same for idle words as it is for all the other words.

We tend to think some words don’t count “I didn’t mean it” or “I was just venting – I didn’t mean for you to take me seriously.”  

Yes you did mean it (Jesus said what comes out of the mouth comes from the heart).  

Do you think you can get off the hook by just declaring “I didn’t mean it”?  Jesus said you will have to give an account even for idle words 

When you lay into someone and say something hurtful, don’t say, “I didn’t mean it, so I’m not really guilty of anything.”  

Instead say, “I’m sorry I meant it.  I didn’t even know that was in my heart.”

Lev.5:4  if a person thoughtlessly takes an oath to do anything, whether good or evil--in any matter one might carelessly swear about--even though he is unaware of it, in any case when he learns of it he will be guilty.

The fact that it was just a thoughtless comment doesn’t matter.
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2) Learn to fear the Lord.
Pr 8:13  To fear the LORD is to hate evil; I hate pride and arrogance, evil behavior and perverse speech.  The more you fear the Lord, the more you will be repulsed by that kind of speech. 

Who and what you love determines what kind of speech patterns you will have.  

Pr.17:19  He who loves a quarrel loves sin

Either you fear God or you love sin, and you can tell which it is by what comes out of your mouth.
26:42
3. On balance, speak less.  
Pr.13:3  He who guards his lips guards his life, but he who speaks rashly (lit: opens wide his lips) will come to ruin. 

Your mouth shouldn’t be wide open all the time.

Pr.10:19 When words are many, sin is not absent, but he who holds his tongue is wise. 

Pr.10:8 says that people who chatter are so busy talking, they can’t accept wisdom.

Pr 10:14  Wise men store up knowledge, but the mouth of a fool invites ruin. 

Pr.18:2  A fool finds no pleasure in understanding but delights in airing his own opinions. 
If you have wisdom, and you want to spread it, that’s a very good thing.  

But if you just enjoy airing all your thoughts, without first analyzing them, that’s foolishness.  You should do some work and think through your ideas before saying them.  

Just because a thought came into your head doesn’t mean it has to be said.
28:12
Pr.15:2 The tongue of the wise commends knowledge, but the mouth of the fool gushes folly. 
Thankfully, this tends to diminish with age.  

As I was studying this verse, I was sitting next to three young guys who were sitting around, absolutely gushing folly.  Their mouths never stopped, and in 30 minutes they never said anything.

Pr.11:12 a man of understanding holds his tongue
Generally an intelligent, wise person is not a chatterbox.  

But people who speak without thinking will tend to ruin their lives. Pr.29:20  Do you see a man who speaks in haste?  There is more hope for a fool than for him. 

Pr.12:23  A prudent man keeps his knowledge to himself, but the heart of fools blurts out folly.  A high percentage of the things that are blurted out are folly. 
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Pr.12:18 Thoughtless words pierce like a sword, but the tongue of the wise brings healing. 
 
Whenever you open your mouth, it’s like you are swinging a razor sharp sword around (or waving a loaded gun around).  

If I’m just goofing off, waving a loaded gun around and pull the trigger and shoot you.  I can’t just say, “Oh don’t worry.  You shouldn’t be wounded – I didn’t mean to hurt you.”

When you are in a conversation, first listen, then respond.  Don’t just be waiting for your turn to speak. Pr.18:13  He who answers before listening--that is his folly and his shame.

So be careful.  Maybe you were kidding or joking around (or maybe you are using that as an excuse so you don’t have to face up to what you said), but Pr 26:18  Like a madman shooting firebrands or deadly arrows 19 is a man who deceives his neighbor and says, "I was only joking!" 
31:12
So on balance, most of us need to cut back on our speaking.

On the other hand, don’t speak too little: 

Ps 39:1-3  I said, "I will watch my ways and keep my tongue from sin; I will put a muzzle on my mouth as long as the wicked are in my presence."  2But when I was silent and still, not even saying anything good, my anguish increased.  3My heart grew hot within me, and as I meditated, the fire burned; then I spoke with my tongue: 

Most people need to talk less.  But some of you need to talk more.  

There are some people who are just quiet all the time because they are too lazy to say anything good or bad (or too lazy to think of things worth saying).

Some of you routinely pass up opportunities to say something good.

Some of you tend fail to capitalize on chances to encourage.

Some of you ignore occasions to glorify God with something you could say.
32:33
Pr.15:23  A man finds joy in giving an apt reply--and how good is a timely word! 
There is something very good and beautiful about an apt reply – an answer that just hits the nail right on the head.  

a timely word – a remark that comes right when it’s needed – what a great thing that is.  

Pr.25:11 A word aptly spoken is like apples of gold in settings of silver. 
Sometimes we pipe in too soon, other times are response is too late. Sometimes we say something good, but it’s just out of place. Pr 25:20  Like one who takes away a garment on a cold day, or like vinegar poured on soda, is one who sings songs to a heavy heart. 

Pr.27:14  If a man loudly blesses his neighbor early in the morning, it will be taken as a curse.

But when you can say just the right thing at just the right time (at just the right volume), that can do so much good.
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The next v. says Pleasant words are a honeycomb. Sweet to the soul and healing to the bones.

Make sure your words are profitable.  Don’t nag. Pr.27:15  A quarrelsome wife is like a constant dripping on a rainy day

Don’t be a constant dripping.  If your spouse already knows how you feel about something, you don’t have to keep bringing it up every other week.
34:44
9 Do not lie to each other mh. yeu,desqe eivj avllh,louj
This one is set apart from the others in order to make it emphatic.

Our whole society is based on lies.  Business and legal practices are based on it.  If suddenly everyone started telling the truth, a huge chunk of our economy would collapse.  There thousands of businesses that are totally dependent on deception.  There are people who write contracts whose entire job is to decieve.

Mag in store: "10 Things You Should Lie About To Your Husband"

This world is dominated by deception because its father the devil is the father of lies who has developed a whole system of lying. 

He lies about everything - heaven, hell, Scripture, the church, God, people, sin, salvation, etc.  

He has the whole world conditioned to be deceived, so when he develops a religious system that lies about God, people buy into it by the thousands. 
36:31
Think of the impact on our society that results from the fact that people lie.  What if we, as the human race, decided to stop deceiving?  

The majority of contracts wouldn’t be needed, thousands of court cases would not exist, we wouldn’t need security against shoplifting, thousands of divorced couples would be happily married to one another, etc.

Is this hostile speech?

This one may not sound quite as hostile as the others, but it’s just as much the fruit of a lack of love as the others.  

It ignores the union between you and your brother.

The motive of lying is always selfish.  People lie to get out of trouble, to impress people, to avoid an uncomfortable moment, to gain money, to gain favor… or sometimes just for fun.
(story of 2 soldiers and 2 ladies on the train).
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And honesty is especially crucial with the body of Christ (to one another).  The parts of a body must have honest, accurate communication.  Think about if your body started lying to itself.  

Suppose your nerves switched the signals on hot and cold or thirst and hunger or pain and pleasure.  

What if every once in a while your eyes fudged on distances, so that objects were 5 ft. closer than they appeared.

What if your ears filtered out anything that warned of danger?

What if your eyes interpreted everything they saw to be like the way they wanted things to be?

What if you looked in the mirror and your brain told you you were dressed when in reality you were undressed?  Or said you were clean when you were dirty?

The Body must be honest with itself.
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It’s so easy to lie.  You don’t even have to say anything false.  You can deceive by something as subtle as a slight change in your tone of voice.  Some of the biggest woppers we tell are moments of silence that allow an untruth to continue. 

Being honest about painful things is hard, but essential.
Ps .5:1-4  LORD, who may dwell in your sanctuary?  Who may live on your holy hill?   
2 He …who speaks the truth from his heart 3and has no slander on his tongue,
…4 who keeps his oath even when it hurts, 

“But I’m lying for his own good.  I don’t want to hurt him with the truth.”

Pr.26:28 A lying tongue hates who it hurts, and a flattering mouth works ruin.
Pr.24:26  An honest answer is like a kiss on the lips.

Pr.28:23 He who rebukes a man will in the end gain more favor than he who has a flattering tongue. 
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Lying is Serious
Annanias & Saphira, 

Pr.6:16-19 There are six things the LORD hates, seven that are detestable to him: 
#2 a lying tongue,
#6 a false witness who pours out lies 

Ps 5:6  You destroy those who tell lies; …deceitful men the LORD abhors. 

Rev.21:8 But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually immoral, those who practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars-their place will be in the fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death." 

Why is lying so bad?  Because we are followers of the One who said, “I am the Truth.”

If you want to understand why this is a big issue, ask yourself, what role does trust play in the Christian life?  Is trust a big issue in Christianity?

Do you think there is a reason that God tells us over 100 times that He is faithful or trustworthy?

One of the most wonderful things about God is He is utterly trustworthy.  There is never a question about whether He will do what He said, or whether He is exactly how He portrays Himself to be.
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If our goal is to be like God, it is essential that we be completely genuine and honest, and that people can trust that what we communicate matches reality exactly.

God would never tell you He is pleased when really He is angry.  He would never tell you something is OK when it is not.  He never makes anything a bigger deal than it really is.  

What a wonderful thing trustworthiness is.  It’s so nice to be able to sit on a chair with no concern over whether it is structurally sound.  It’s so great to have a car that always starts, (or a copier that never jams).

It’s so great to lean on something and know it will hold you.

So when you are trustworthy – when you can be trusted, when no one ever has to wonder if you have misled them in any way – you are making life wonderful for them, you are reflecting the very nature of God, and you are exhibiting profound love.

Therefore the opposite of truth is failure to love.
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